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Stock#: 94019
Map Maker: Jansson

Date: 1657
Place: Amsterdam
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG
Size: 27 x 20 inches

Price: $ 27,500.00

Description:

A Concise Summary and Augmentation of Braun & Hogenberg's Non-European Views. Appended
to the Views of Spain.

As an expansion and reorganization of Braun & Hogenberg's seminal city views, Jansson's eighth and final
volume of his atlases of town views offers an intriguing cartographic exploration of cities of the world
outside of Europe, appended to an atlas of views of the cities of the Iberian Peninsula. Published in 1657,
it reflects Jansson's meticulous attempt to fill the geographical gaps left by the original authors, providing
a more globally comprehensive view.

With Braun & Hogenberg's works as a foundation, Jansson endeavored to impose a geographic order that
had been absent in the originals. This volume epitomizes his approach, showcasing cities from diverse
regions of the world, including Cairo, Algiers, Tunis, Constantinople, Damascus, Aden, Isfahan, Batavia,
Goa, Quanzhou, Kolkata, and Cusco. This systematic organization by location contrasts markedly with
Braun & Hogenberg's thematic, yet sometimes haphazard, assortment of views.

Further enriching the content, Jansson expanded the geographical scope beyond the original authors'
purview. Notably, the volume incorporates views from regions underrepresented in Braun & Hogenberg's
output: it includes three views from America, up from the single one in the original series, and even the
first view of a Chinese city, Quanzhou. These new additions reveal Jansson's intent to capture a more
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global and inclusive perspective on urban landscapes.

In this volume, the dichotomy between the old and new is also evident in the plates themselves. Jansson
seamlessly integrated new plates with those adapted from Civitates Orbis Terrarum, the resulting
interplay creating a fascinating dialogue between past and contemporary cartographic representations.

In sum, Jansson's eighth volume, as an augmentation of Braun & Hogenberg's city views, offers a rare
glimpse into an evolving understanding of the world. It testifies to the dynamic nature of cartographic
knowledge in the 17th century, as new cities were incorporated into the global imagination and depicted
on the pages of influential works like this one.

Jansson's Town Atlases of 1657

Johannes Janssonius's town atlases, published in 1657, marked a notable development in the field of atlas
production by featuring 500 plates of cities and towns worldwide. This initiative surpassed that of his
contemporaries, the Blaeus, as it far surpassed their eventual output. Janssonius' atlases can be seen as a
continuation or evolution of Braun & Hogenberg's Civitates Orbis Terrarum, the plates for which he
acquired from Abraham Hogenberg in 1653 or earlier. Jansson modified many by removing costume
figures and adding new cartouches. Additionally, he took plans of Italian towns from Caspar Barlaeus'
work, and for Dutch cities, he ordered new plates, often closely resembling those by Blaeu, while
occasionally adding views.

Janssonius not only copied or altered existing works, but also engraved new ones or sourced copperplates
from elsewhere. He reused plates from German cities found in Martin Zeiler's Topographia Germania and
integrated views into Arend van Slichtenhorst's Gelderse geschiedenissen. His name is rarely seen on
these new plates, maintaining the anonymity of the creator. His atlases consist of eight parts with a total
of 500 plates. Only one edition of the atlas exists, and it features an index at the end of each part, detailing
the plates and their origins.

Detailed Condition:
Folio. Publisher's gilt vellum. Letterpress title page, (engraved title lacking, as in the Antwerpen PM copy,
possibly this copy issued without), 1 leaf, 55 (of 59, lacking the folding map of Madrid, Braga, Gades [Dd],
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and Chios) double-page copperplate bird's-eye views, 9 leaves (lacking index, as in the Amsterdam UB II
exemplar, and seemingly issued without).


